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Talk Outline

• Motivation

• Introduction to causal models
• SCMs

• Intervention vs conditioning

• Causal learning problems

• The grounding problem

• Causal model morphisms
• Functorial semantics for causal models & equivariant networks

• Various notions of morphism

• Causal Representation Learning

• Grounding causality in dynamical systems & MDPs
• What’s missing in current foundations

• Interventions as transformations
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DeepLearnistanCausaLand

• Contributions:

• Major contributions to statistical methodology for empirical research

• So far, limited impact on AI

• Contributions:
• Vision: object recognition, segmentation, SLAM, image generation, …

• Speech recognition & generation, text-to-speech

• Language modelling, translation, QA, …

• Game playing, long-term planning in world models

• Protein folding, drug design, materials design

• Program synthesis

• Robot control

• …

• Strong claims:
• “Radiologists will be out of a job in 5 years”

• “More profound than electricity & fire”

• “AI will probably most likely lead to the end of the world, but in the 
meantime, there'll be great companies”

• “Causal reasoning will emerge from training on all text on the internet”

• Strong claims:
• “Deep Learning is just Curve Fitting”

• “Deep Learning is stuck on rung-1 of the ladder of causation”

• “Deep learning has succeeded primarily by showing that certain 
questions or tasks we thought were difficult are in fact not. It has not 
addressed the truly difficult questions that continue to prevent us from 
achieving human like AI”
- Judea Pearl, The Book of Why
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A brief introduction to the classical theory

Causal Models
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Structural Causal Models
The classical definition

Definition: an SCM consists of:
• A finite DAG G
• A finite set of endogenous variables Y = {Yi}  (one for each node in G)
• A finite set of exogenous variables E = {Ei}   (one for each node in G)
• Independent noise distributions for the exogenous variables p(Ei)
• Information on which endogenous variables are observed vs latent
• For each endogenous variable, a default causal mechanism fi : Ei x Pai à Yi

• Where Pai are the parents of Yi in G
• Sometimes: a set I of allowed interventions do(variable=value)

• May also include mechanism changes Genes
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Causal Bayes Nets

• BN & CBN are the same as mathematical objects

• CBNs & SCMs are “causal”: they are expected to correctly predict the effect of interventions
• à If we want to actually define “causal” mathematically, we need to model more than just the CBN / SCM (grounding)

• An SCM induces a CBN:
• A mechanism fi : Ei x Pai à Yi and noise distribution p(Ei) induce a conditional p(Yi | Pai)

• CBNs cannot be used to reason about counterfactuals, whereas SCMs can

Definition: a Causal Bayesian Network is a Bayesian Network with the word “causal” prepended
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Intervention vs Conditioning

• Intervention do(Yi = y): replace mechanism for Yi by a constant y
• Change the data generating process (must be done before the process)

• Conditioning: filter out data points that don’t satisfy a condition
• Conditioning happens after the data generating process

• Intervention != conditioning
• For decision making rather than prediction, one is interested in the effect of interventions

• Intervention on one mechanism leaves invariant all other mechanisms
• This is a different kind of invariance than what we study in geometric deep learning

• Later we will argue that this is the only objective property that makes a map “causal”
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consumption

Nobel prizes
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consumption

Nobel prizes
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Imitation learning can fail 
when the imitator does not 
observe the world the same 
way the expert does.

Expert Imitator

This partial observability gives rise 
to hidden confounders in the 
causal graph.

𝑠 𝑠′

𝑎

𝜃

𝑠 𝑠′

𝑎

𝜃

Expert Imitator

Deconfounded Imitation Learning

R. Vuorio, J. Brehmer, H. Ackermann, D. Dijkman, T. Cohen, P. de Haan, Deconfounded Imitation Learning, 2022
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Causal Learning Problems

• Causal Discovery: infer causal graph from data, using conditional independencies

• Causal Inference: given a causal graph, infer mechanisms and causal effects from data

• Causal Representation Learning: learning to map sensory observations to latent causal variables 
with associated causal model

• Causal Intervention Learning: learning a behaviour policy to actually perform an intervention
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Causal Models are Abstractions
Simplified models to facilitate simple reasoning

•Causal variables are usually far removed from sensory inputs

• The notion of “direct cause” is never fundamental

• The real-world implementation of an intervention is only vaguely defined

TC HD

HD
LDL

HDL

Intervention on Total Cholesterol has 
an ambiguous effect on Heart Disease

Causal Models are abstractions without grounding

• This is the primary cause of confusion in literature

• Grounding is essential for AI
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Addressing the Grounding Problem

1. Causal Model Abstraction
• Define a notion of causal model morphism

• Grounding one causal model in another

2. Causal Representation Learning
• Grounding variables only

• Based on identifiability up to isomorphism

3. Grounded Theory of Causation
• Grounds both variables & interventions

• Based on admissibility; invariance
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Causal Model Morphisms & 
Categorical Causal Models
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Literature on Causal Model Morphisms / Abstraction

• Rubenstein, P.K., Weichwald, S., Bongers, S., Mooij, J.M., Janzing, D., Grosse-Wentrup, M., Scholkopf, B.: Causal Consistency of Structural Equation Models, UAI 2017

• Kissinger, A., & Uijlen, S. A categorical semantics for causal structure. 32nd Annual ACM/IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science (LICS), 2017

• Beckers, S. and Halpern, J.: Abstracting Causal Models, AAAI 2019 

• Beckers, S., Eberhardt, F., and Halpern, J.: Approximate Causal Abstraction, UAI 2019 

• Brendan Fong. Causal Theories: A Categorical Perspective on Bayesian Networks. MSc thesis, 2012. 

• Bart Jacobs, Aleks Kissinger, and Fabio Zanasi. Causal Inference by String Diagram Surgery. In: Foundations of Software Science and Computation Structures (2019),

• Eigil F Rischel. The category theory of causal models. MSc thesis, 2020. 

• Eigil F Rischel and Sebastian Weichwald. Compositional abstraction error and a category of causal models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2103.15758, 2021

• Jun Otsuka, Hayato Saigo, On the equivalence of causal models: a category-theoretic approach, CCleaR 2022

• Zennaro, F. M. Abstraction between Structural Causal Models: A Review of Definitions and Properties. 2022

• Yimu Yin, Jiji Zhang, Markov Categories, Causal Theories, and the Do-Calculus, 2022
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Exact 𝜏-transformations

• Equip SCM with a set of allowed interventions I
• This set forms a poset, reflecting the compositional structure of interventions
• e.g. 𝑑𝑜 𝑌! = 𝑦! ≤" 𝑑𝑜(𝑌! = 𝑦! , 𝑌# = 𝑦#)

• Incompatible interventions are not ordered

• Exact	transformation of	SCMs	consists	of:
• A	map	between	joint	state	spaces	𝜏 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌
• A	map	between	intervention	sets 𝜔 ∶ 𝐼* → 𝐼+ (order-preserving	and	surjective)
• Such	that:

𝜏 𝑃*
,- . = 𝑃+

,- / . ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼*

• Limitation: does not separate syntax & semantics

Rubenstein et al., Causal Consistency of Structural Equation Models, UAI 2017
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Syntax & Semantics

<latexit sha1_base64="AQNezKo6exZP8Rv+Qopl7dFpyKI=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVoEcqMFHUjFN24rGAf0JYhk8m0oZlJSDJiGfsRbvwVNy4UcevCnX9j2s5CWw8knJxzLzf3+IJRpR3n28otLa+sruXXCxubW9s79u5eU/FEYtLAnHHZ9pEijMakoalmpC0kQZHPSMsfXk381h2RivL4Vo8E6UWoH9OQYqSN5NnHonRfhhewKyQPPArN09wPsMsFkUhzGaOIpHU09mjZs4tOxZkCLhI3I0WQoe7ZX92A4yQiscYMKdVxHaF7KZKaYkbGhW6iiEB4iPqkY+hklOql06XG8MgoAQy5NCfWcKr+7khRpNQo8k1lhPRAzXsT8T+vk+jwvJfSWCSaxHg2KEwY1BxOEoIBlQRrNjIEYUnNXyEeIImwNjkWTAju/MqLpHlScU8r1ZtqsXaZxZEHB+AQlIALzkANXIM6aAAMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH7PSnJX17IM/sD5/ABkXnag=</latexit>

p(x) =
Y

i

p(xi|Pai)Classic theory

Categorical theory
<latexit sha1_base64="HiZ8PODjbHs9LSi0W0JxrAAzSdE=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5JIUZdFF7qsaB/QhjCZTtqhk5kwMxFiKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPUHMqNKO822VlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXt3r61EIjFpYcGE7AZIEUY5aWmqGenGkqAoYKQTjK9yv/NApKKC3+s0Jl6EhpyGFCNtJN8+6IuYSKSF5Cgi2V3KJ/61b1edmjMFXCRuQaqgQNO3v/oDgZOIcI0ZUqrnOrH2MiQ1xYxMKv1EkRjhMRqSnqH5KuVl0+sn8NgoAxgKaYprOFV/T2QoUiqNAtMZIT1S814u/uf1Eh1eeBnlcaIJx7NFYcKgFjCPAg6oJFiz1BCEJTW3QjxCEmFtAquYENz5lxdJ+7TmntXqt/Vq47KIowwOwRE4AS44Bw1wA5qgBTB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zFpLVjGzD/7A+vwBPJGVvQ==</latexit>

SynG
<latexit sha1_base64="y3vn2l33Tpxlovf+ODxqmpfzu9g=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrfdy8DAbBU9iVoB6DXjxGNA9IljA7mSRDZmeWmV4hLsFf8eJBEa/+hzf/xtlkD5pY0FBUddPdFcaCG/C8b2dpeWV1bb2wUdzc2t7Zdff2G0YlmrI6VULpVkgME1yyOnAQrBVrRqJQsGY4us785gPThit5D+OYBREZSN7nlICVuu5hR8VME1Bakoild6DocNJ1S17ZmwIvEj8nJZSj1nW/Oj1Fk4hJoIIY0/a9GIKUaOBUsEmxkxgWEzoiA9a2NFtlgnR6/QSfWKWH+0rbkoCn6u+JlETGjKPQdkYEhmbey8T/vHYC/csg5TJOgEk6W9RPBAaFsyhwj2tGQYwtIVRzeyumQ6IJBRtY0Ybgz7+8SBpnZf+8XLmtlKpXeRwFdISO0Sny0QWqohtUQ3VE0SN6Rq/ozXlyXpx352PWuuTkMwfoD5zPH25Zld4=</latexit>

Stoch

Graph G

Syntax Category

Conditional distributions

Semantics CategoryFunctor
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Functorial Semantics

• Categorical approach to universal algebra
• Lawvere theory L: syntax category with finite products encoding the generic idea of a group, ring, associative algebra, …

• Model of the theory in C: a functor F : L à C (e.g. a particular group, ring, etc.); semantics

• Morphism between models: a natural transformation between functors

• Key example in Geometric Deep Learning:
• Group G as a one-object category where every morphism is an isomorphism

• Functor to set / vect: group representation

• Natural transformation: equivariant map

• Same approach should work for causal theories & models

F. W. Lawvere, Functorial Semantics of Algebraic Theories, Ph.D. thesis, Columbia University, 1963
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Categorical Causal Models 

• Causal Theory: “free CDU category on a DAG” SynG

• Causal Model: functor F : SynG à Stoch

• Intervention: functor CutA : SynG à SynG

• Limitation: cannot define intervention do(A=a) this way, because this is not syntactical!

Brendan Fong. Causal Theories: A Categorical Perspective on Bayesian Networks. MSc thesis, 2012
Bart Jacobs, et al. Causal Inference by String Diagram Surgery. FSSCS, 2019
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Causal model morphisms as natural transformations
Jun Otsuka, Hayato Saigo, On the equivalence of causal models: a category-theoretic approach, CCleaR 2022
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Can Causal Model Abstraction solve the Grounding Problem?

• No

• Very valuable & exciting research direction, but:

• But only grounds causal models in other causal models

• Does not explain how causal models are grounded in physics or agent-centric frameworks (MDPs)
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Causal Representation 
Learning
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Literature on Causal Representation Learning

• Background:
• Spirtes, P. Variable definition and causal inference. ICLMPS 2007

• Eberhardt, F. Green and grue causal variables. Synthese, 2016

• Schölkopf, B., Locatello, F., Bauer, S., Ke, N. R., Kalchbrenner, N., Goyal, A., & Bengio, Y. Towards Causal Representation Learning. 2021

• Disentangling
• Aapo Hyvärinen and Erkki Oja. Independent component analysis: algorithms and applications. Neural Networks, 2000.

• Francesco Locatello, Ben Poole, Gunnar Rätsch, Bernhard Schölkopf, Olivier Bachem, and Michael Tschannen. Weakly-supervised disentanglement without 
compromises. ICML 2020

• Causal representation learning
• Krzysztof Chalupka, Pietro Perona, and Frederick Eberhardt. Visual causal feature learning. UAI 2014.

• Luigi Gresele, Julius von Kügelgen, Vincent Stimper, Bernhard Schölkopf, and Michel Besserve. Independent mechanism analysis, a new concept? NeurIPS
2021.

• Julius von Kügelgen, Yash Sharma, Luigi Gresele, Wieland Brendel, Bernhard Schölkopf, Michel Besserve, and Francesco Locatello. Self-Supervised Learning 
with Data Augmentations Provably Isolates Content from Style. NeurIPS 2021.

• Mengyue Yang, Furui Liu, Zhitang Chen, Xinwei Shen, Jianye Hao, and Jun Wang. CausalVAE: Disentangled representation learning via neural structural causal 
models. CVPR 2021.

• Phillip Lippe, Sara Magliacane, Sindy Löwe, Yuki M. Asano, Taco Cohen, and Efstratios Gavves. CITRIS: Causal Identifiability from Temporal Intervened 
Sequences. ICML 2022

• J. Brehmer, P. De Haan, P. Lippe, T. Cohen, Weakly supervised causal representation learning, NeurIPS 2022
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Data

Causal Representation Learning

Unknown ground-truth LCM Model LCM matching data

𝑧

�̃�

𝑧!

�̃�!

𝜙

𝜙

• Latent causal model should 
be identifiable up to 
isomorphism 𝜙

• We need an appropriate 
notion of (iso) morphism

J. Brehmer, P. De Haan, P. Lippe, T. Cohen, Weakly supervised causal representation learning, NeurIPS 2022
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A Critique of Pure CRL
• Mainstream approach to CRL: 

1. Make assumptions about data generating process, 

2. Prove identifiability (if the data was generated by a process of this kind, we can recover it from the data up to isomorphism)

3. Train model by maximum likelihood and show that latents+mechanisms can actually be recovered in simulated environment

• Issues with this approach (for AI applications):
1. Assumptions are often unrealistic

2. We can represent systems at different levels of abstraction, so it is not clear why causal variables should be uniquely identifiable

3. Many domains cannot be described by a single DAG, but CRL methods currently assume this

4. DAGs are hard to learn (discrete)

5. Causal representation + causal model is not enough: autonomous agent needs policies implementing interventions (skill learning)

6. No guarantee that learned representations are task-relevant

7. Not clear how to demonstrate an advantage of causal representations

• Alternative approach: from identifiability to admissibility
• Instead of finding “the true causal variables + mechanisms”, find a set of (task-relevant) variables + mechanisms that are “causal”

• We hope to enable this approach via our invariance-based definition of “causal mechanism”
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T. Cohen, Towards a Grounded Theory of Causation for Embodied AI, UAI WS 2022

Grounding Causal Models
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Causation: It Still Confounds Us
A fictional dialogue between student and teacher
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Okay so basically Hume said in 1740 that causation is when one thing goes after another, like, all the time no matter what? 

Oh yeah they were pretty confused back then! Fortunately we now have a mathematical definition of causation in the form of CBNs!

Indeed! I read in your lecture notes that a CBN is a Bayesian Network with the causal edges assumption.

Exactly. The causal edges assumption says that in a causal DAG, every parent is a direct cause of all their children.

Makes sense. And what was the definition of direct cause again?

See definiton 1.0.1: A variable X is said to be a cause of a variable Y if Y can change in response to changes in X

Okay, so Y is like a function of X? Or like a conditional distribution P(Y | X) in the stochastic case?                    

Uh yeah but no. X and Y should be related by a structural equation / assignment, which means there is a causal mechanism from X to Y. 
Remember that functions and conditional distributions are epistemic, whereas mechanisms are ontological.

What do you mean? What is a mechanism and how is it different from a function?

Well, unlike functions and conditionals, causal mechanisms have no mutual algorithmic information. 
And mechanisms are modular, stable, and invariant. They are aligned with the entropy gradient of the universe. Did you read chapter 7?

I did read it! But it doesn’t say what it is that mechanisms should be invariant to! It’s not like in geometric deep learning, where they 
clearly state what the symmetry group and group action are, to which the function should be invariant.

A mechanism for Y should be invariant to changes in X! We model these changhes as surgical interventions.  
And don’t get me started on GDL. Those people are forever stuck on rung-1 of Pearl’s ladder of Causation.

You’re right, and I know we shouldn’t associate with folks who resist the causal revolution. But the mathematics is just so crisp!
Anyway, could you remind me of the definition of surgical intervention?

A surgical intervention is a change that causes one mechanism to be replaced by another, while leaving all other mechanisms invariant.
I have to go now. Next time please consult the lecture notes before asking me to repeat basic definitions.
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Guiding principles & goals

• Completely Mathematical
• Evaluating the truth of a claim should never require intuition or common sense
• At the same time, it should be completely clear what each mathematical object is supposed to model

• Should fit within the broader mathematical landscape; causal models are just another mathematical gadget

• Embarassingly Simple
• Trivial things should be trivially trivial

• Admissibility over Identifiability

• Actions are primary
• Classical theory: define variables & mechanisms, then define interventions in terms of them

• Our theory: define actions & variables as maps, give a criterion for when action behaves as intervention on a mechanism

• Variables are not real
• Key lesson from physics: any choice of variables is equally valid

• Take (open) dynamical systems as ground truth
• Covers classical physics as well as agent-centric frameworks
• But don’t focus on details like differential equations or details of MDP framework

• Assume the arrow of time. No need to worry about the entropy, past hypothesis, quantum theory, etc.
• Arrows are built into category theory

Towards a Grounded Theory of Causation
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Causal reasoning for autonomous embodied AI
Running example: robo-dominoes

Action

Observation• Actions / Interventions:
• Picking / placing dominoes
• Placing a barrier
• …

• Experiment: push a designated
domino forward and wait
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The Agent-Environment Model

• Assumption: all stochasticity comes from partial 
observability
• à MDP can be modelled as deterministic maps env and 

agent with partially latent input

• Similar to SCM à CBN, we can make it stochastic as well

• Composing the environment dynamics and 
agent policy, we obtain a map X à X
• Where X = E x A x M is the complete state space

• Repeating this for a policy a until some 
termination condition is met, we obtain a map:

Markov Decision Process (without reward)

One timestep induces an endomap on X = E x A x M
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Monoids of Actions & Actions of Monoids

• Monoid:
• Set M with associative binary operation & identity

• Equivalent to a one-object category

• Generators & relations:
• Elementary actions (generators): arrows X à X

• Relations, like commutativity

• Examples:
• All endomaps on any object in any category

• All endomaps of a state space, generated by agent policies / options (and any maps freely generated by these)

• All physically possible transformations of state space

• Monoid action
• Define abstract monoid M, and a functor do : M à Set

• Allows for multiple actions to be defined, e.g.:
• On state space, implemented by policies doX̄(a)

• On mental model used by the agent doX(a)

X
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The Do-Monoid

• In SCMs, interventions are not ordered in time!
• Q: How can we encode interventions in a monoid?

• The Do-Monoid on sets / variables Y1, …, Yn is the monoid generated by:
• Generators: (Yi = y) for each Yi and each y in Yi

• Subject to the relations:
• (Yi = x) (Yj = y)  = (Yj = y) (Yi = x) (commutativity for i != j)

• (Yi = y) (Yi = y’) = (Yi = y) (annihilation)

• Warning: mixing syntax & semantics…

• Captures abstractly the idea of “setting variables to values”

• Variables are assumed to be independently controllable1

Picking / placing different dominos is commutative.
Actions are primary: these actions are possible, therefore it is 
reasonable to think of different dominos as different objects.

[1] Thomas, V., Pondard, J., Bengio, E., Sarfati, M., Beaudoin, P., Meurs, M.-J., Pineau, J., Precup, D., & Bengio, Y. Independently Controllable Factors. 2017

“To be is to do”—Socrates.
“To do is to be”—Jean-Paul Sartre.
“Do be do be do”—Frank Sinatra.
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Experiments, processes, outcomes

• Interventions are compositional:
• ✅ In the space of mechanisms

• ❌ Not in the space of causal variables

• Cannot define a monoid action of do-monoid on space of causal (endogenous) variables!

• ➡ Need to introduce a process (mapping):
• This represents the experiment of interest

• For each state in X, we get an outcome in Y

• The outcome of an action is:

<latexit sha1_base64="aF/14W8TYnaPRU18+yI0UnV4MEM=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahp5JIUfEgBS8eK9gvmhA22227dJMNuxOlhP4FL/4VLx4U8erNm//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWaeHwmuwbK+jcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tn7h+0tIwVZU0qhVQdn2gmeMiawEGwTqQYCXzB2v74OvPb90xpLsM7mETMDcgw5ANOCaSSZ1YcGTFFQKqQBCyJlKRTr4svcQc7ig9HQJSSD7hb8syyVbVmwMvEzkkZ5Wh45pfTlzQOWAhUEK17thWBmxAFnAo2LTmxZhGhYzJkvZRm67WbzD6a4pNU6eOBVGmFgGfq74mEBFpPAj/tDAiM9KKXif95vRgGF27CwygGFtL5okEsMEicxYP7XDEKYpISQhVPb8V0RBShkIaYhWAvvrxMWqdV+6xau62V61d5HEV0hI5RBdnoHNXRDWqgJqLoET2jV/RmPBkvxrvxMW8tGPnMIfoD4/MHHKKdJw==</latexit>

procY : X ! Y

<latexit sha1_base64="lY+39ijggkirBt25Kf2nHe0v5Vk=">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</latexit>

outcomeaY = procY doX(a) : X ! Y

Y2Y1
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Action Theories & Models

X Y

• Action Theory:
• Small category with a state-space object X and outcome-space object Y
• Actions a : X à X and a process proc : X à Y, and everything generated by these maps subject to chosen relations
• Note: Many variations possible (e.g., let actions act on Hom(X, Y), use maps A x X à Y, …)

• Action model: functor to (e.g.) Set
• Follows the philosophy of Functorial Semantics, making these yet another mathematical gadget one can study,.and giving us 

a notion of morphism of action models for free.
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Natural Transformations between Action Models

• Consider two action models:
: True underlying system; Do-operators generated by agent policies

: Simplified / abstract mental model of the system; Do/effect maps are learned

• A natural transformation between these models is a pair of maps x, y, satisfying for each a:

<latexit sha1_base64="uOEXZ/2rQuBL4/Uj/R5cGwVaxQw=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqDvdBIvgQsqMFHUlBTcuK9iHtEPJpJk2NJMZkoxQhoIbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/Bsz7YDaeiBwcs49JPf4MWdKO86XtbC4tLyyWlgrrm9sbm3bO7sNFSWS0DqJeCRbPlaUM0HrmmlOW7GkOPQ5bfrDq8xv3lOpWCRu9SimXoj7ggWMYG2krr3fiYydpdPW+AT93O7GXbvklJ0J0Dxxc1KCHLWu/dnpRSQJqdCEY6XarhNrL8VSM8LpuNhJFI0xGeI+bRsqcEiVl052GKMjo/RQEElzhEYT9XcixaFSo9A3kyHWAzXrZeJ/XjvRwYWXMhEnmgoyfShIONIRygpBPSYp0XxkCCaSmb8iMsASE21qK5oS3NmV50njtOyelSs3lVL1Mq+jAAdwCMfgwjlU4RpqUAcCD/AEL/BqPVrP1pv1Ph1dsPLMHvyB9fENl7aYIQ==</latexit>

X,Y
<latexit sha1_base64="tQytDqoOaY4N80LfCHSdRq9FD+k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdWTFLx4rGA/pF1KNs22oUl2SbJCWfoXvHhQxKt/yJv/xmy7B219MPB4b4aZeUHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVtHiSK0RSIeqW6ANeVM0pZhhtNurCgWAaedYHKb+Z0nqjSL5IOZxtQXeCRZyAg2mdS9QI+DcsWtunOgVeLlpAI5moPyV38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZqZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfzm+doTOrDFEYKVvSoLn6eyLFQuupCGynwGasl71M/M/rJSa89lMm48RQSRaLwoQjE6HscTRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYG0/JhuAtv7xK2pdVr16t3dcqjZs8jiKcwCmcgwdX0IA7aEILCIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ACHXjaQ=</latexit>

X,Y

A model is grounded / veridical if there is a natural transformation like this
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(Causal) variables

<latexit sha1_base64="2UsNdMdL5o0IjA7r0wmT+Es5uEE=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5KIqJdKwYvHCvaLNoTNZtMu3WTD7kYspX/FiwdFvPpHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1LOlHacb6uwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0f2IfllhKZJLRJBBeyE2BFOUtoUzPNaSeVFMcBp+1gdDvz249UKiaSBz1OqRfjQcIiRrA2km+Xu6iG+qkUoc9Q11QN+XbFqTpzoFXi5qQCORq+/dUPBclimmjCsVI910m1N8FSM8LptNTPFE0xGeEB7Rma4JgqbzK/fYpOjRKiSEhTiUZz9ffEBMdKjePAdMZYD9WyNxP/83qZjq69CUvSTNOELBZFGUdaoFkQKGSSEs3HhmAimbkVkSGWmGgTV8mE4C6/vEpa51X3snpxf1Gp3+RxFOEYTuAMXLiCOtxBA5pA4Ame4RXerKn1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/h6KS0Q==</latexit>

Y =
Y

i

Yi =

<latexit sha1_base64="LDsPTGVuY0ISohsUkXcoEC/wj44=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1JMUvHisaD+kDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGN1O/9YRK81g+mHGCfkQHkoecUWOl+8ee1ytX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvUuqud355XadR5HEY7gGE7Bg0uowS3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+5q0FJ585hD9wPn8A3iGNhg==</latexit>

Y1

<latexit sha1_base64="k87rnQ8h0vh8LWSg5V5+/iERXwk=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoJ4k4MVjRPOQZAmzk9lkyOzsMtMrhJBP8OJBEa9+kTf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChIpDLrut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0CyVvB6Gbmt564NiJWDzhOuB/RgRKhYBStdP/Yq/SKJbfszkFWiZeREmSo94pf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP0J1SiY5NNCNzU8oWxEB7xjqaIRN/5kfuqUnFmlT8JY21JI5urviQmNjBlHge2MKA7NsjcT//M6KYZX/kSoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZn9TfpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnadAo2BG/55VXSrJS9i3L1rlqqXWdx5OEETuEcPLiEGtxCHRrAYADP8ApvjnRenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MH36WNhw==</latexit>

Y2

<latexit sha1_base64="p7uRAov/06TZTDhxDX5ow0yHYoU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqUE8S8OIxonlIsoTZSScZMju7zMwKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbHg2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0limGdRSJSrYBqFFxi3XAjsBUrpGEgsBmMbqZ+8wmV5pF8MOMY/ZAOJO9zRo2V7h+7591iyS27M5Bl4mWkBBlq3eJXpxexJERpmKBatz03Nn5KleFM4KTQSTTGlI3oANuWShqi9tPZqRNyYpUe6UfKljRkpv6eSGmo9TgMbGdIzVAvelPxP6+dmP6Vn3IZJwYlmy/qJ4KYiEz/Jj2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYdAo2BG/x5WXSOCt7F+XKXaVUvc7iyMMRHMMpeHAJVbiFGtSBwQCe4RXeHOG8OO/Ox7w152Qzh/AHzucP4SmNiA==</latexit>

Y3

Example: Yi indicates the 
state of domino i

Different ways to produce outcome variables:

• Do something in the system, then measure outcome variable

• Do something in the model, then predict outcome variable 

<latexit sha1_base64="8n09OhQ0rYeShhHoo2tbpfPVtoo=">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</latexit>

X
doX(a)
����! X

procY����! Y
y�! Y

⇡i�! Yi
<latexit sha1_base64="pXXsp1eLkJ1RhPczpvlWAS8l+hc=">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</latexit>

X
doX(a)����! X

procY����! Y
⇡i�! Yi
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Possible and impossible outcomes

• For “disentangled” choices of variables, there can be “impossible outcomes”
• All dominos can be in any position, but no two can be in the same position at once

• Hence, if domino A has fallen forward then adjacent domino B must also have fallen

• Ideal gas law says that only certain values of pressure, temperature and volume are jointly 
possible

• Etc.

• The possible outcomes are the image of 
• Same as the image of proc if the model is accurate

• Can also consider the possible outcomes (image) of any effect map

<latexit sha1_base64="6k14egkTgm/+S4td8ONzm94ge2k=">AAACB3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+CBIvgqexKUfEgBS8eK9gX3aVk07QNzSZLklWWpTcv/hUvHhTx6l/w5r8x2+5BWwcCw8x8Sb4JIkaVdpxvq7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube/Yu3tNJWKJSQMLJmQ7QIowyklDU81IO5IEhQEjrWB8nfmteyIVFfxOJxHxQzTkdEAx0kbq2YcJvISeMJHshrQzgZ6kw5FGUooH2OnZZafiTAEXiZuTMshR79lfXl/gOCRcY4aU6rpOpP0USU0xI5OSFysSITxGQ9I1lKOQKD+d7jGBx0bpw4GQ5nANp+rviRSFSiVhYJIh0iM172Xif1431oMLP6U8ijXhePbQIGZQC5iVAvtUEqxZYgjCkpq/QjxCEmFtqiuZEtz5lRdJ87TinlWqt9Vy7SqvowgOwBE4AS44BzVwA+qgATB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zKIFK5/ZB39gff4AjIuZHg==</latexit>

y : Y ! Y

When there are impossible outcomes, we can learn something 
about one outcome variable from another, even in the absence of 

subjective probabilities!
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Determination & Effectiveness

• Let a be an action (monoid element) and let I, J be (sets of) variables.

• We say that outcomea
J is determined by outcomea

I via fa : YI à YJ if the following commutes

• Note: fa may or may not be unique!

• Effective actions: outcome determined by 1 = {0} (i.e. no variables; the monoidal unit)
• In other words, the outcome is a constant map

• This is a property enjoyed by perfect interventions as modelled in SCMs
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Invariant determination, mechanisms & surgical interventions

• Determination is not sufficient to call f a mechanism
• For example: if we initiate the system to a particular state x, every variable determines every other one

• What we call “mechanism” is a determination relation that is highly robust / invariant
• Holds not just for one action / effect map effectaY but many

• Determination is always preserved under precomposition (“doing something before”)

• Determination is in general not preserved under postcomposition (“doing something after”)

• Surgical intervention: changes mechanism for its target variable, while leaving all other 
mechanisms invariant
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Action Theories with Invariant (causal) Mechanisms

• Extend an action theory with:
• Variables Yi and Ei (both are outcomes of proc)

• Products

• Mechanisms f : YI à YJ

• Encode all invariances we believe in in the theory

• Possible to encode SCMs, but much more as well

• Much work remains to flesh this out, find interesting special cases
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Encoding SCMs in this Framework

• Let (U, E, F) be an SCM, with endogenous variables U, exogenous E, and mechanisms F

• Define state X = E x M, where M is the space of mechanisms, defined as:
• M = prodi Mi, where Mi = Ui + {fi}

• The state X should somehow encode the exogenous variables and which mechanism is active; here we hard-code this

• Define outcomes Y = E x U
• Note: we view both endogenous and exogenous variables as outcomes

• Define procY(e, m) = (e, Ym(e)), where Ym(e) is the potential response defined by the SCM in intervention 
condition m (i.e. solve structural equations given e)

• Define interventions do(mi) as setting one mechanism variable Mi while leaving others unchanged, and 
leaving E unchanged as well
• These actions commute & annihilate as interventions do in SCMs. (i.e. this is the do-monoid on Mi)

• This defines a causal model in our framework that makes equivalent predictions to the SCM
• The outcome variables (e, Ym(e)) satisfy the functional/determination relations for all active mechanisms

• Is this useful?
• Probably less intuitive in domains where we have domain expertise, but conceptually clearer & more expressive than SCM
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Are SCMs all you need?

• Some facts about models derived from an SCM in this way:
• We can dispense with all aspects of the state, except for noise E and mechanisms M

• All interventions on different variables / mechanisms commute.

• We can set any variable to any value (set constant mechanism), and do so jointly as well
• this is not always true in reality. E.g. ideal gas law says only certain combinations of pressure/temperature/volume are possible. Or: physical objects can’t 

occupy same space.

• Actions leave invariant the exogenous variables

• These are nice properties, but they are just not true for every system
• New language allows to express such deviations from the SCM ideal

• E.g. non-commutativity of actions, irreversibility, mechanisms that are invariant to some but not all actions under 
consideration, are only approximately invariant or invariant only in a certain context, etc.

• Moreover, starting from a forward model procY and then learning about or encouraging some 
invariant determination relations seems easier than learning a discrete graph

• Starting with actions + proc map also alleviates concerns about existence & uniqueness of 
solutions in (cyclic) SCMs
• Of course the true process has a unique outcome, one for every starting state… 
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Inverting the Causal Direction

• Actions / Interventions:
• Picking / placing dominoes
• Placing a barrier
• Choosing a domino & direction to push
• …

• Experiment: push the chosen domino forward 
and wait

😱 Changing your mind can change the direction of Causation 😱
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A Radical Proposition

• If we have a determination relation invariant to all actions in M, we could call it causal

• If we have an action that destroys exactly one determination relation while installing a new one, 
we could call it a surgical intervention

• But these concepts are not fundamental, as the word “Causal” would suggest:
• Depends on which actions we consider, the process / experiment, and other context

• Some actions can reverse causal direction, some can destroy all determination relations or change them arbitrarily

• Therefore it is more precise to speak of:
• The composition structure of actions

• Functional or probabilistic relations between outcome variables and their invariances
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Conclusion

• New perspective on causal models

• All definitions based on maps and composition
• Very little mathematical structure used

• Discrete graphs may emerge implicitly

• Map-based approach may be more suitable for DL

• Definition of intervention as a transformation of state space (in mental model or actual system)

• Grounds the theory of SCMs in actual behaviours or physically possible transformations

• Definition of mechanism as invariant predictor

• No metaphysical baggage; just assuming “states + time evolution”

• Beginnings of a theoretical foundation for causal representation & intervention skill learning

• Categorical treatment offers many possibilities for the mathematical study of causal models, 
model abstraction, etc.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.13973
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Further reading

• Books:
• Fong & Spivak, Seven Sketches in Compositionality: an invitation to applied category theory
• Lawvere & Schanuel, Conceptual Mathematics: a first introduction to categories
• Lawvere, Sets for Mathematics
• Goldblatt, Topoi: the Categorical Analysis of Logic

• Papers:
• Gavranovic, https://github.com/bgavran/Category_Theory_Machine_Learning
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